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Dierenes in lustering properties between galaxy subpopulations ompliate the osmologial
interpretation of the galaxy power spetrum, but an also provide insights about the physis under-
lying galaxy formation. To study the nature of this relative lustering, we perform a ounts-in-ells
analysis of galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) in whih we measure the relative bias
between pairs of galaxy subsamples of dierent luminosities and olors. We use a generalized χ2
test to determine if the relative bias between eah pair of subsamples is onsistent with the sim-
plest deterministi linear bias model, and we also use a maximum likelihood tehnique to further
understand the nature of the relative bias between eah pair. We nd that the simple, deterministi
model is a good t for the luminosity-dependent bias on sales above ∼ 5h−1Mp, whih is good
news for using magnitude-limited surveys for osmology. However, the olor-dependent bias shows
evidene for stohastiity and/or nonlinearity whih inreases in strength toward smaller sales, in
agreement with previous studies of stohasti bias. Also, onrming hints seen in earlier work, the
luminosity-dependent bias for red galaxies is signiantly dierent from that of blue galaxies: both
luminous and dim red galaxies have higher bias than moderately bright red galaxies, whereas the
biasing of blue galaxies is not strongly luminosity-dependent. These results an be used to onstrain
galaxy formation models and also to quantify how the olor and luminosity seletion of a galaxy
survey an impat measurements of the osmologial matter power spetrum.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to use galaxy surveys to study the large-sale
distribution of matter, the relation between the galaxies
and the underlying matter  known as the galaxy bias
 must be understood. Developing a detailed under-
standing of this bias is important for two reasons: bias is
a key systemati unertainty in the inferene of osmo-
logial parameters from galaxy surveys, and it also has
impliations for galaxy formation theory.
Sine it is diult to measure the dark matter distri-
bution diretly, we an gain insight by studying relative
bias, i.e., the relation between the spatial distributions
of dierent galaxy subpopulations. There is a rih body
of literature on this subjet traing bak many deades
(see, e.g., [110℄), and been studied extensively in reent
years as well, both theoretially [1120℄ and observation-
ally [2166℄. Suh studies have established that biasing
depends on the type of galaxy under onsideration 
for example, early-type, red galaxies are more lustered
than late-type, blue galaxies [2155℄, and luminous galax-
ies are more lustered than dim galaxies [3266℄. Sine
dierent types of galaxies do not exatly trae eah other,
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it is thus impossible for them all all to be exat traers
of the underlying matter distribution.
More quantitatively, the luminosity dependene of bias
has been measured in the 2 Degree Field Galaxy Redshift
Survey (2dFGRS; [67℄) [35, 57℄ and in the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS; [68, 69℄) [42, 50, 58℄ as well as other
surveys, and it is generally found that luminous galaxies
are more strongly biased, with the dierene beoming
more pronouned above L∗, the harateristi luminosity
of a galaxy in the Shehter luminosity funtion [70℄.
These most reent studies measured the bias from ra-
tios of orrelation funtions or power spetra. The vari-
anes of lustering estimators like orrelation funtions
and power spetra are well-known to be the sum of
two physially separate ontributions: Poisson shot noise
(due to the sampling of the underlying ontinuous density
eld with a nite number of galaxies) and sample vari-
ane (due to the fat that only a nite spatial volume is
probed). On the large sales most relevant to osmolog-
ial parameter studies, sample variane dominated the
aforementioned 2dFGRS and SDSS measurements, and
therefore dominated the error bars on the inferred bias.
This sample variane is easy to understand: if the
power spetrum of distant luminous galaxies is measured
to be dierent than that of nearby dim galaxies, then
part of this measured bias ould be due to the nearby
region happening to be more/less lumpy than the dis-
2tant one. In this paper, we will eliminate this annoy-
ing sample variane by omparing how dierent galaxies
luster in the same region of spae, extending the ounts-
in-ells work of [23, 24, 43℄ and the orrelation funtion
work of [35, 42, 50, 57℄. Here we use the ounts-in-ells
tehnique: we divide the survey volume into roughly u-
bial ells and ompare the number of galaxies of eah
type within eah ell. This yields a loal, point-by-point
measure of the relative bias rather than a global one as
in the orrelation funtion method. In other words, by
omparing two galaxy density elds diretly in real spae,
inluding the phase information that orrelation funtion
and power spetrum estimators disard, we are able to
provide substantially sharper bias onstraints.
This loal approah also enables us to quantify so-
alled stohasti bias [7174℄. It is well-known that the
relation between galaxies and dark matter or between
two dierent types of galaxies is not neessarily deter-
ministi  galaxy formation proesses that depend on
variables other than the loal matter density give rise
to stohasti bias as desribed in [7174℄. Evidene for
stohastiity in the relative bias between early-type and
late-type galaxies has been presented in [23, 24, 28, 43℄,
and [75℄ nds evidene for stohasti bias between galax-
ies and dark matter via weak lensing. The time evolution
of suh stohasti bias has been modeled in [72℄ and was
reently updated in [76℄. Stohastiity is even predited
in the relative bias between virialized lumps of dark mat-
ter (halos) and the linearly-evolved dark matter distribu-
tion [77, 78℄. Here we aim to test whether stohastiity is
neessary for modeling the luminosity-dependent or the
olor-dependent relative bias.
In this paper, we study the relative bias as a funtion of
sale using a simple stohasti biasing model by ompar-
ing pairs of SDSS galaxy subsamples in ells of varying
size. Suh a study is timely for two reasons. First of
all, the galaxy power spetrum has reently been mea-
sured to high preision on large sales with the goal of
onstraining osmology [58, 7981℄. As tehniques on-
tinue to improve and survey volumes ontinue to grow, it
is neessary to redue systemati unertainties in order
to keep pae with shrinking statistial unertainties. A
detailed understanding of ompliations due to the de-
pendene of galaxy bias on sale, luminosity, and olor
will be essential for making preise osmologial infer-
enes with the next generation of galaxy redshift surveys
[8287℄.
Seondly, a great deal of theoretial progress on mod-
els of galaxy formation has been made in reent years,
and 2dFGRS and SDSS ontain a large enough sample
of galaxies that we an now begin to plae robust and
detailed observational onstraints on these models. The
framework known as the halo model [88℄ (see [89℄ for a
omprehensive review) provides the tools needed to make
omparisons between theory and observations. The halo
model assumes that all galaxies form in dark matter ha-
los, so the galaxy distribution an be modeled by rst
determining the halo distribution  either analytially
[9092℄ or using N -body simulations [17, 9395℄  and
then populating the halos with galaxies. This seond step
an be done using semi-analytial galaxy formation mod-
els [96102℄ or with a statistial approah using a model
for the halo oupation distribution (HOD) [97, 103105℄
or onditional luminosity funtion (CLF) [13, 106℄ whih
presribes how galaxies populate halos.
Although there are some onerns that the halo model
does not apture all of the relevant physis [107111℄,
it has been applied suessfully in a number of dier-
ent ontexts [51, 99, 112116℄. The orrelation between
a galaxy's environment (i.e., the loal density of sur-
rounding galaxies) and its olor and luminosity [38, 41℄
has been interpreted in the ontext of the halo model
[15, 48, 117119℄, and [13, 16, 120℄ make preditions for
the bias as a funtion of galaxy type and luminosity us-
ing the CLF formalism. Additionally, [42, 83, 119, 121℄
use orrelation funtion methods to study the luminos-
ity and olor dependene of galaxy lustering, and in-
terpret the results using the Halo Oupation Distribu-
tion (HOD) framework. The analysis presented here is
omplementary to this body of work in that the ounts-
in-ells method is sensitive to larger sales, uses a dif-
ferent set of assumptions, and ompares the two density
elds diretly in eah ell rather than omparing ratios
of their seond moments. The halo model provides a nat-
ural framework in whih to interpret the luminosity and
olor dependene of galaxy biasing statistis we measure
here.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Setion II
desribes our galaxy data, and Setions III A and III B
desribe the onstrution of our galaxy samples and
the partition of the survey volume into ells. In Se-
tion III C we outline our relative bias framework, and in
Setions IIID and III E we desribe our two main anal-
ysis methods. We present our results in Setion IV and
onlude with a qualitative interpretation of our results
in the halo model ontext in Setion V.
II. SDSS GALAXY DATA
The SDSS [68, 69℄ uses a mosai CCD amera [122℄ on
a dediated telesope [123℄ to image the sky in ve pho-
tometri bandpasses denoted u, g, r, i and z [124℄. After
astrometri alibration [125℄, photometri data redution
[126℄, and photometri alibration [127130℄, galaxies are
seleted for spetrosopi observations. To a good ap-
proximation, the main galaxy sample onsists of all galax-
ies with r-band apparent Petrosian magnitude r < 17.77
after orretion for reddening as per [131℄; there are
about 90 suh galaxies per square degree, with a median
redshift of 0.1 and a tail out to z ∼ 0.25. Galaxy spetra
are also measured for the Luminous Red Galaxy sam-
ple [132℄, whih is not used in this paper. These targets
are assigned to spetrosopi plates of diameter 2.98◦ by
an adaptive tiling algorithm [133℄ and observed with a
pair of CCD spetrographs [134℄, after whih the spe-
3trosopi data redution and redshift determination are
performed by automated pipelines. The rms galaxy red-
shift errors are of order 30 km/s for main galaxies, hene
negligible for the purposes of the present paper.
Our analysis is based on 380,614 main galaxies (the
safe0 ut) from the 444,189 galaxies in the 5th SDSS
data release (DR5) [135℄, proessed via the SDSS data
repository at New York University [136℄. The details of
how these samples were proessed and modeled are given
in Appendix A of [58℄ and in [137℄. The bottom line is
that eah sample is ompletely speied by three entities:
1. The galaxy positions (RA, De, and omoving red-
shift spae distane r for eah galaxy)
2. The radial seletion funtion n¯ (r), whih gives the
expeted (not observed) number density of galaxies
as a funtion of distane
3. The angular seletion funtion n¯ (rˆ), whih gives
the ompleteness as a funtion of diretion in the
sky, speied in a set of spherial polygons [138℄.
The three-dimensional seletion funtions of our samples
are separable, i.e., simply the produt n¯ (r) = n¯ (rˆ) n¯ (r)
of an angular and a radial part; here r ≡ |r| and rˆ ≡ r/r
are the radial omoving distane and the unit vetor or-
responding to the position r. The volume-limited sam-
ples used this paper are onstruted so that their ra-
dial seletion funtion n¯ (r) is onstant over a range of
r and zero elsewhere. The eetive sky area overed
is Ω ≡ ∫ n¯ (rˆ) dΩ ≈ 5183 square degrees, and the typ-
ial ompleteness n¯ (rˆ) exeeds 90%. The onversion
from redshift z to omoving distane was made for a
at ΛCDM osmologial model with Ωm = 0.25. Ad-
ditionally, we make a rst-order orretion for redshift
spae distortions by applying the nger-of-god ompres-
sion algorithm desribed in [58℄ with a threshold density
of δc = 200.
III. ANALYSIS METHODS
A. Overlapping Volume-Limited Samples
The basi tehnique used in this paper is pairwise om-
parison of the three-dimensional density elds of galaxy
samples with dierent olors and luminosities. As in [42℄,
we fous on these two properties (as opposed to morpho-
logial type, spetral type, or surfae brightness) for two
reasons: they are straightforward to measure from SDSS
data, and reent work [41℄ has found that luminosity and
olor is the pair of properties that is most preditive of
the loal overdensity. Sine olor and spetral type are
strongly orrelated, our study of the olor dependene of
bias probes similar physis as studies using spetral type
[23, 24, 28, 35, 43℄.
Our base sample of SDSS galaxies (safe0) has an r-
band apparent magnitude range of 14.5 < r < 17.5. Fol-
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Figure 1: (Color online) Histogram of the omoving num-
ber density of the volume-limited samples L1-L7. The uts
used to dene these samples are shown in Table I. Note that
the radial seletion funtion n¯ (r) is uniform over the allowed
range for eah sample. Arrows indiate volumes V1-V6 where
neighboring volume-limited samples overlap.
volume-limited samples ontaining galaxies in dierent
luminosity ranges. These samples are dened by seleting
a range of absolute magnitudeM
luminous
< M0.1r < Mdim
and dening a redshift range suh that the near limit
has M0.1r = Mluminous, r = 14.5 and the far limit has
M0.1r = Mdim, r = 17.5. Thus by disarding all galaxies
outside the redshift range, we are left with a sample with
a uniform radial seletion funtion n¯ (r) that ontains all
of the galaxies in the given absolute magnitude range in
the volume dened by the redshift limits. Here M0.1r is
dened as the absolute magnitude in the r-band shifted
to a redshift of z = 0.1 [139℄.
Our volume-limited samples are labeled L1 through
L7, with L1 being the dimmest and L7 being the most
luminous. Figure 1 shows a histogram of the omoving
galaxy density n (r) for L1-L7. The uts used to make
these samples are shown in Table I.
Eah sample overlaps spatially only with the samples in
neighboring luminosity bins  sine the apparent mag-
nitude range spans three magnitudes and the absolute
magnitude ranges for eah bin span one magnitude, the
far redshift limit of a given luminosity bin is approxi-
mately equal to the near redshift limit of the bin two
nothes more luminous. (It is not preisely equal due to
evolution and K-orretions.)
The regions where neighboring volume-limited samples
overlap provide a lean way to selet data for study-
ing the luminosity-dependent bias. By using only the
4Table I: Summary of uts used to reate luminosity-binned volume-limited samples.
Luminosity-binned
volume-limited samples Absolute magnitude Apparent magnitude Redshift
L1 −17 < M0.1
r
< −16 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.007 < z < 0.016
L2 −18 < M0.1
r
< −17 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.011 < z < 0.026
L3 −19 < M0.1
r
< −18 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.017 < z < 0.041
L4 −20 < M0.1
r
< −19 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.027 < z < 0.064
L5 −21 < M0.1
r
< −20 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.042 < z < 0.100
L6 −22 < M0.1
r
< −21 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.065 < z < 0.152
L7 −23 < M0.1r < −22 14.5 < r < 17.5 0.101 < z < 0.226
Table II: Overlapping volumes in whih neighboring luminos-
ity bins are ompared.
Pairwise omparison Overlapping
(overlapping) volumes bins Redshift
V1 L1 & L2 0.011 < z < 0.016
V2 L2 & L3 0.017 < z < 0.026
V3 L3 & L4 0.027 < z < 0.041
V4 L4 & L5 0.042 < z < 0.064
V5 L5 & L6 0.065 < z < 0.100
V6 L6 & L7 0.101 < z < 0.152
galaxies in the overlapping region from eah of the two
neighboring luminosity bins, we obtain two sets of ob-
jets (one from the dimmer bin and one from more lumi-
nous bin) whose seletion is volume-limited and redshift-
independent. Furthermore, sine they oupy the same
volume, they are orrelated with the same underlying
matter distribution, whih eliminates unertainty due to
sample variane. We label the overlapping volume re-
gions V1 through V6, where V1 is dened as the overlap
between L1 and L2, and so forth. The redshift ranges for
V1-V6 are shown Table II.
To study the olor dependene of the bias, we further
divide eah sample into red galaxies and blue galaxies.
Figure 2 shows the galaxy distribution of our volume-
limited samples on a olor-magnitude diagram. The
sharp boundaries between the dierent horizontal slies
are due to the dierenes in density and total volume
sampled in eah luminosity bin. This diagram illustrates
the well-known olor bimodality, with the redder galax-
ies falling predominantly in a region ommonly known
as the E-S0 ridgeline [140142℄. To separate the E-S0
ridgeline from the rest of the population, we use the
same magnitude-dependent olor ut as in [42℄: we dene
galaxies with
0.1 (g − r) < 0.9 − 0.03 (M0.1r + 23) to be
blue and galaxies on the other side of this line to be red.
In eah volume V1-V6, we make four separate pair-
wise omparisons: luminous galaxies vs. dim galaxies,
red galaxies vs. blue galaxies, luminous red galaxies vs.
dim red galaxies, and luminous blue galaxies vs. dim
blue galaxies. The luminous vs. dim omparisons mea-
sures the relative bias between galaxies in neighboring
luminosity bins, and from this we an extrat the lumi-














Figure 2: Color-magnitude diagram showing the number den-
sity distribution of the galaxies in the volume-limited samples.
The shading sale has a square-root streth, with darker ar-
eas indiating regions of higher density. The line shows the
olor ut of
0.1 (g − r) = 0.9 − 0.03 (M0.1
r
+ 23). We refer to
galaxies falling to the left of this line as blue and ones falling
to the right of the line as red.
and for red and blue galaxies separately. The red vs. blue
omparison measures the olor-dependent bias. This set
of four dierent types of pairwise omparisons is illus-
trated in Fig. 3 for V4, and the number of galaxies in
eah sample being ompared is shown in Table III.
B. Counts-in-Cells Methodology
To ompare the dierent pairs of galaxy samples, we
perform a ounts-in-ells analysis: we divide eah om-
parison volume into roughly ubial ells and use the
number of galaxies of eah type in eah ell as the pri-
mary input to our statistial analysis. This method is
omplementary to studies based on the orrelation fun-
tion sine it involves point-by-point omparison of the
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Figure 3: (Color online) Galaxy distributions plotted in omoving spatial oordinates for a radial slie of the volume-limited
samples L4 (smaller dots, radial boundaries denoted by dashed lines) and L5 (larger dots, radial boundaries denoted by solid
lines), whih overlap in volume V4. Four dierent types of pairwise omparisons are illustrated: (a) luminous galaxies (L5) vs.
dim galaxies (L4), (b) red galaxies vs. blue galaxies (both in V4), () luminous red galaxies (L5) vs. dim red galaxies (L4),
and (d) luminous blue galaxies (L5) vs. dim blue galaxies (L4). The shaded regions denote the volume in whih the two sets
of galaxies are ompared. A simple visual inspetion shows that the dierent samples of galaxies being ompared generally
appear to luster in the same physial loations  one key question we aim to answer here is if these observed orrelations an
be desribed with a simple linear bias model.
6Table III: Number of galaxies in eah sample being ompared.
All split by luminosity All split by olor
Luminous Dim Red Blue
V1 427 651 125 953
V2 2102 2806 1117 3791
V3 6124 8273 5147 9250
V4 12122 23534 17144 18512
V5 11202 53410 37472 27140
V6 1784 38920 27138 13566
Red split by luminosity Blue split by luminosity
Red luminous Red dim Blue luminous Blue dim
V1 72 53 355 598
V2 620 497 1482 2309
V3 2797 2350 3327 5923
V4 6848 10296 5274 13238
V5 7514 29958 3688 23452
V6 1451 25687 333 13233
two density elds and thus provides a more diret test of
the loal deterministi linear bias hypothesis. We probe
sale dependene by varying the size of the ells.
To reate our ells, we rst divide the sky into two-
dimensional pixels at four dierent angular resolutions
using the SDSSPix pixelization sheme [143℄ as imple-
mented by an updated version of the angular mask pro-
essing software mangle [138, 144℄. The angular sele-
tion funtion n¯ (rˆ) is averaged over eah pixel to obtain
the ompleteness. To redue the eets of pixels on the
edge of the survey area or in regions aeted by internal
holes in the survey, we apply a ut on pixel omplete-
ness: we only use pixels with a ompleteness higher than
80% (50% for the lowest angular resolution). Figure 4
shows the pixelized SDSS angular mask at our four dif-
ferent resolutions, inluding only the pixels that pass our
ompleteness ut. The dierent angular resolutions have
15, 33, 157, and 901 of these angular pixels respetively.
At the lowest resolution, eah pixel overs 353 square de-
grees, and the angular area of the pixels dereases by a
fator of 1/4 at eah resolution level, yielding pixels ov-
ering 88, 22, and 5 square degrees at the three higher
resolutions.
To produe three-dimensional ells from our pixels, we
divide eah omparison volume into radial shells of equal
volume. We hoose the number of radial subdivisions at
eah angular resolution in eah omparison volume suh
that our ells are approximately ubial, i.e., the radial
extent of a ell is approximately equal to its transverse
(angular) extent. This proedure makes ells that are
not quite perfet ubes  there is some slight variation
in the ell shapes, with ells on the near edge of the
volume slightly elongated radially and ells on the far
edge slightly attened. We state all of our results as a
funtion of ell size L, dened as the ube root of the ell
volume. At the lowest resolution, there is just 1 radial
shell for eah volume; at the next resolution, we have 3
radial shells for volumes V4 and V5 and 2 radial shells
for the other volumes. There are 5 radial shells at the
seond highest resolution, and 10 at the highest.
Sine eah omparison volume is at a dierent distane
from us, the angular geometry gives us ells of dierent
physial size in eah of the volumes. At the lowest reso-
lution, where there is only one shell in eah volume, the
ell size is 14 h−1Mp in V1 and 134 h−1Mp in V6. At
the highest resolution, the ell size is 1.7 h−1Mp in V1
and 16 h−1Mp in V6. Figure 5 shows the ells in eah
volume V1-V6 that are losest to a size of ∼ 20 h−1Mp,
the range in whih the length sales probed by the dier-
ent volumes overlap. (These are the ells used to produe
the results shown in Fig. 8.)
C. Relative Bias Framework
Our task is to quantify the relationship between two
frational overdensity elds δ1 (x) ≡ ρ1 (x) /ρ¯1 − 1 and
δ2 (x) ≡ ρ2 (x) /ρ¯2 − 1 representing two dierent types
of objets. This framework is ommonly used with types
(1,2) representing (dark matter, galaxies), or as in [24,
28, 43℄, (early-type galaxies, late-type galaxies). Here
we use it to represent (more luminous galaxies, dimmer
galaxies) or (red galaxies, blue galaxies) to ompare the
samples desribed in Se. III A. Galaxies are of ourse
disrete objets, and as ustomary, we use the ontinuous
eld ρα (x) (where α=1 or 2) to formally refer to the
expetation value of the Poisson point proess involved
in distributing the type α galaxies.
The simplest (and frequently assumed) relationship be-
tween δ1 and δ2 is linear deterministi bias:
δ2 (x) = blinδ1 (x) , (1)
where b
lin
is a onstant parameter. This model annot
hold in all ases  note that it an give negative densities
if b
lin
> 1  but is typially a reasonable approximation
on osmologially large length sales where the density
utuations δ1 ≪ 1, as is the ase for the measurements
of the large sale power spetrum reently used to on-
strain osmologial parameters [58, 79, 145℄
More ompliated models allow for nonlinearity and
stohastiity, as desribed in detail in [73℄:
δ2 (x) = b [δ1 (x)] δ1 (x) + ǫ (x) , (2)
where the bias b is now a (typially slightly nonlinear)
funtion of δ1. The stohastiity is represented by a ran-
dom eld ǫ  allowing for stohastiity removes the re-
strition implied by deterministi models that the peaks
of δ1 and δ2 must oinide spatially. Stohastiity is ba-
sially the satter in the relationship between the two
density elds due to physial variables besides the loal
matter density. Nonloal galaxy formation proesses an
also give rise to stohastiity, as disussed in [74℄.
We estimate the overdensity of galaxies of type α in
ell i by
7Figure 4: The SDSS DR5 angular mask pixelized at the four dierent resolutions used to partition the survey into ells, shown











α is the number of observed type α galaxies in
ell i and N¯
(i)
α is the expeted number of suh galaxies,
omputed from the average angular seletion funtion in
the pixel and normalized so that the sum of N¯
(i)
α over all
ells in the omparison volume mathes the total number















ontain the ounts-in-ells data to whih we apply the
statistial analyses in Ses. III D and III E.
















α is the average of δα (x) over ell i and, making
the ustomary assumption that the shot noise is Poisso-
nian, the shot noise ovariane matrix Nα is given by
N ijα ≡ δij/N¯ (i)α . (6)
For omparing pairs of dierent types of galaxies, we on-







whih has a ovariane matrix























Other ounts-in-ells analyses often assume that the or-
relations between dierent ells an be ignored, i.e.,


































= 0 unless i = j. Here we aount for osmo-
logial orrelations by omputing the elements of S using
the best-t ΛCDMmatter power spetrum as we will now
desribe in detail. The power spetrum Pαβ (k) is dened
as
〈










3x is the Fourier transform of
the overdensity eld. P11 (k) and P22 (k) are the power
spetra of type 1 and 2 galaxies respetively, and P12 (k)
is the ross spetrum between type 1 and 2 galaxies. We
assume isotropy and homogeneity, so that Pαβ (k) is a
funtion only of k ≡ |k|, and rewrite the galaxy power
spetra in terms of the matter power spetrum P (k):
P11 (k) = b1 (k)
2
P (k)
P12 (k) = b1 (k) b2 (k) r12 (k)P (k)
P22 (k) = b2 (k)
2
P (k) , (11)









exatly, we need to onvolve
δα(x) with a lter representing ell i and δβ(x) with a
lter representing ell j. This is ompliated sine our
ells, while all roughly ubial, have slightly dierent
shapes. We therefore use an approximation of a spher-
ial top hat smoothing lter with radius R: w (r,R) ≡




3 (sin (kR)− kR cos (kR)) . (12)
R is hosen so that the eetive sale orresponds to
ubes with side length L: R =
√
5/12L, where L is the
ell size dened in Se. III B. (See p. 500 in [146℄ for
derivation of the
√













Pαβ (k) |wˆ (k,R)|2 k2dk,
(13)
where rij is the distane between the enters of ells i and
j. The kernel of this integrand  meaning everything
besides Pαβ (k) here  typially peaks at k ∼ 1/R and is
only non-negligible in a range of∆log10 k ∼ 1. Assuming
that the funtions b1 (k), b2 (k), and r12 (k) vary slowly





12/5/L and pulled outside the
integral, allowing us to write
S = σ21 (L)
[










where σ21 (L) ≡ b1 (kpeak)2, brel (L) ≡
b2 (kpeak) /b1 (kpeak), rrel (L) ≡ r12 (kpeak), and SM











P (k) |wˆ (k,R)|2 k2dk. (15)
For the matter power spetrum P (k), we use the tting
formula from [147℄ with the best-t vanilla parameters
from [148℄ and apply the nonlinear transformation of [93℄.
Our primary parameters are the relative bias fator
b
rel
(L), the relative ross-orrelation oeient r
rel
(L),
and the overall normalization σ21 (L). The only as-
sumptions we have made in dening these parameters
are homogeneity, isotropy, and that b1 (k), b2 (k), and
r12 (k) vary slowly in k. These parameters are losely
related to those in the biasing models speied in equa-







= 1, and the addition of ei-
ther nonlinearity or stohastiity will give r
rel
< 1. As
disussed in [74℄, stohastiity is expeted to vanish in
Fourier spae (i.e., r12 (k) = 1) on large sales where
the density utuations are small, but sale dependene
of b1 (k) and b2 (k) an still give rise to stohastiity





(L) as a funtion of sale, thus testing whether
the bias is sale dependent and determining the range of
sales on whih linear biasing holds.
D. The Null-buster Test
Can the relative bias between dim and luminous galax-
ies or between red and blue galaxies be explained by sim-
ple linear deterministi biasing? To address this question,
we use the so-alled null-buster test desribed in [23℄. For
a pair of dierent types of galaxies, we alulate a dier-
ene map
∆g ≡ g2 − fg1 (16)
for a range of values of f . If equation (1) holds and
f = b
lin
, then the density utuations anel and ∆g
will ontain only shot noise, with a ovariane matrix〈
∆g∆gT
〉
= N∆ ≡ N1 + f2N2  this is our null hy-
pothesis.
If equation (1) does not hold and the ovariane ma-




= N∆ + S∆, where
S∆ is some residual signal, then the most powerful test
















whih an be interpreted as the signiane level (i.e.
the number of sigmas) at whih we an rule out the
null hypothesis. As detailed in [149℄, this test assumes
that the Poissonian shot noise ontribution an be ap-
proximated as Gaussian but makes no other assumptions
about the probability distribution of ∆g. It is a valid
test for any hoie of S∆ and redues to a standard χ
2
test if S∆ = N∆, but it rules out the null hypothesis
with maximum signiane in the ase where S∆ is the
true residual signal.
Using equations (9), (10), and (14), the ovariane ma-













where SM is given by equation (15). We use S∆ = SM
in equation (17) (note that ν is independent of the nor-
malization of S, whih sales out) sine deviations from
linear deterministi bias are likely to be orrelated with
large-sale struture.
To apply the null-buster test, we ompute ν as a fun-
tion of f and then minimize it. If the minimum value
ν
min
> 2, we rule out linear deterministi bias at > 2σ.
If the null hypothesis annot be ruled out and we are
willing to assume that it is true, we an use the value
of f that gives ν
min
as a measure of b
rel
. To alu-
late the unertainty on b
rel
, we use the range in f that
gives
√
2N (ν − ν
min
) ≤ 1, where N is the number of de-
grees of freedom (equal to the number of ells minus 1
tted parameter). This is a generalization of the stan-
dard ∆χ2 = 1 unertainty sine ν is a generalization of(
χ2 −N) /√2N .
E. Maximum Likelihood Method
In addition to the null-buster test, we use a maximum





. Our method is a generalization of the maximum like-
lihood method used in previous papers, aounting for
orrelations between dierent ells but making a some-
what dierent set of assumptions.
In [24, 28, 43℄, the probability of observing N1 galaxies
of type 1 and N2 galaxies of type 2 in a given ell is
expressed as







N1, N¯1 (1 + δ1)
]
×Poiss [N2, N¯2 (1 + δ2)] f (δ1, δ2, α) dδ1dδ2, (19)
where f (δ1, δ2, α) is the joint probability distribution of
δ1 and δ2 in one ell, α represents a set of parameters
whih depend on the biasing model, and Poiss (N,λ) ≡
λNe−λ/N ! is the Poisson probability to observe N ob-
jets given a mean value λ. The likelihood funtion for













whih is minimized with respet to the parameters α.
This treatment makes two assumptions: it neglets or-
relations between dierent ells and it assumes that the
galaxy disreteness is Poissonian. These assumptions
10
greatly simplify the omputation of L, but are under-
stood to be approximations to the true proess. Cosmo-
logial orrelations are known to exist on large sales, al-
though their impat on ounts-in-ells analyses has been
argued to be small [28, 150℄. Semi-analytial modeling
[104, 151℄, N -body simulation [77, 94℄, and smoothed
partile hydrodynami simulation [97℄ investigations sug-
gest that the probability distribution for galaxies/halos
is sub-Poissonian in some regimes, and in fat non-
Poissonian behavior is implied by observations as well
[43, 106℄.
Dropping these two assumptions, we an write a more
general expression for the likelihood funtion for n ells:
































































×dδ(1)1 . . . dδ(n)1 dδ(1)2 . . . dδ(n)2 , (21)
where Poiss (N,λ) has been replaed with a generi
probability Pg (N,λ, β) for the galaxy distribu-













is a joint proba-
bility distribution relating δ1 and δ2 in all ells. In
pratie, this would be prohibitively diult to alulate
as it involves 2n integrations [152℄, and would require a














In this paper, we take a simpler approah and approx-
imate the probability distribution for our data vetor g
to be Gaussian with the ovariane matrix C as dened
by equations (8), (9) and (14), and use this to dene our
















Note that this inludes the shot noise sine C = S +N ,
and is not preisely equivalent to assuming that Pg and
f in equation (21) are Gaussian.
To determine the best t values of our param-
eters for eah pairwise omparison, we maximize
2 lnL (σ21 , brel, rrel) with respet to σ21 , brel, and rrel.
Sine our method of omparing pairs of galaxy samples
primarily probes the relative biasing between the two
types of galaxies, it is not partiularly sensitive to σ21 ,
whih represents the bias of type 1 galaxies relative to
the dark matter power spetrum used in equation (15).











As an alternate method of alulating the unertain-
ties, we also generate Monte Carlo realizations of the
ell ounts N
(i)
α using the probability distribution in
equation (21) and apply the same maximum likelihood
method we used for the real data. For the Monte Carlo
generation, we take Pg to be Poissonian and f to be









2 , . . . , δ
(n)
2 , α = σ
2













where S is given by equation (14) and δ is a vetor of the
overdensities dened in the same manner as equation (7).
In other words, our method is equivalent to rst simulat-
ing smooth density elds orresponding to the two kinds
of galaxies with the appropriate power spetrum, relative
bias and orrelation oeient r, then distributing simu-
lated galaxies aording to a Poisson proess modulated
by these smooth elds, and nally binning these galaxies
into ells. Note that this model is similar to the bivari-
ate Gaussian model disussed in [73℄ whih implies linear
stohasti biasing, exept that it inludes orrelations be-
tween dierent ells. For eah pairwise omparison, mok
data sets are generated using the best-t values of the pa-
rameters σ21 , brel, and rrel from the data. The standard
deviations of the best-t parameter values from the mok
data sets then provide a measure of the unertainties.
IV. RESULTS
A. Null-buster Results
To test the deterministi linear bias model, we apply
the null-buster test desribed in Se. III D to the pairs
of galaxy samples desribed in Se. III A. For studying
the luminosity-dependent bias, we use the galaxies in the
more luminous bin as the type 1 galaxies and the dimmer
bin as the type 2 galaxies for eah pair of neighboring lu-
minosity bins, and repeat this in eah volume V1-V6. We
do this for all galaxies and also for red and blue galaxies
separately. For the olor dependene, we use red galaxies
as type 1 and blue galaxies as type 2, and again repeat
this in eah volume. To determine the sale dependene,
we repeat all of these tests for four dierent values of the
ell size L as desribed in Se. III B.
1. Is the bias linear and deterministi?
The results are plotted in Fig. 6, whih shows the min-




size L. Aording to this test, deterministi linear bias-
ing is in fat an exellent t for the luminosity-dependent




| < 2, indiating on-
sisteny with the null hypothesis at the 2σ level. (There
are a few exeptions in the ase of the red galaxies, the
largest being ν
min
∼ 5 for the smallest ell size in V3.)
For olor-dependent bias, however, deterministi linear
biasing is ruled out quite strongly, espeially at smaller
sales.
The ases where the null hypothesis survives are quite
noteworthy, sine this implies that essentially all of the
large lustering signal that is present in the data (and
is visually apparent in Figure 3) is ommon to the two
galaxy samples and an be subtrated out. For example,
for the V5 luminosity split at the highest angular reso-
lution (L = 10 h−1Mp), lustering signal is deteted at
953σ in the faint sample (ν(f) ≈ 953 for f = 0) and at
255σ in the bright sample (ν(f) ≈ 255 for f = ∞), yet
the weighted dierene of the two maps is onsistent with
mere shot noise (ν(0.88) ≈ −0.63). This also shows that
no luminosity-related systemati errors ait the sample
seletion even at that low level.
2. Is the bias independent of sale?
For the luminosity-dependent bias, we thus use the
value of f that gives ν
min
as a measure of b
rel
, the relative
bias between two neighboring luminosity bins. We nd
that although the value of b
rel
depends on luminosity, it
does not appear to depend strongly on sale, as an be
seen in Fig. 7: in all plots the urves appear roughly hor-
izontal. To test this hi-by-eye inferene of sale inde-
pendene quantitatively, we applied a simple χ2 t on the
four data points in eah volume using a one-parameter
model: a horizontal line with a onstant value of brel. We
dene this model to be a good t if the goodness-of-t
value (the probability that a χ2 as poor as as the value
alulated should our by hane, as dened in [153℄)
exeeds 0.01.
We nd that this model of no sale dependene is
a good t for all data sets plotted in Fig. 7(a), (),
and (d) with the exeption of the red galaxies in V2,
and even these give a good t if the smallest-sale data
point is dropped, implying sale independene above
∼ 5 h−1Mp. We therefore nd no evidene that the
luminosity-dependent bias is sale-dependent above the
sale of galaxy lusters. This implies that reent osmo-
logial parameter analyses whih use only measurements
on sales & 60 h−1Mp (e.g., [79, 154, 155℄) are probably
justied in assuming sale independene of luminosity-
dependent bias.
In ontrast, applying this χ2 t to the olor-dependent
bias, Fig. 7(b), does show evidene for sale dependene,
with the bias being slightly lower at smaller sales. When
tting with all four data points, the sale-independent
model is ruled out for V1-V5. If we drop the smallest-
sale data points and apply the t with only three data
points, sale independene is still ruled out for V1 and
V5. Applying the t with only the two largest-sale data
points gives a good t in all six volumes. To summa-
rize this in terms of physial sales: the olor-dependent
bias in V1-V5 is sale-independent above 7 h−1Mp,
5 h−1Mp, 8 h−1Mp, 13 h−1Mp, and 40 h−1Mp re-
spetively. The olor-dependent bias in V6 is indepen-
dent of sale on all sales probed (above 16 h−1Mp). In
summary, our data shows the luminosity dependene of
lustering to be onstant down to osmologially quite
small sales, whereas the olor dependene of lustering
is slightly sale dependent.
In omparison to previous work [42, 50℄, it is per-
haps surprising to see as little sale dependene as we
do  [50℄ nd the luminosity-dependent bias to vary
with sale (see their Fig. 4), in ontrast to what we nd
here. The measurement of luminosity-dependent bias in
[42℄ agrees more losely with our observation of sale
independene, but their their Fig. 10 indiates that we
might expet to see sale dependene of the luminosity-
dependent bias in the most luminous samples. However,
we measure the bias in our most luminous samples (in
V6) at 16 − 134 h−1Mp, well above the range probed
in [42℄, so there is no diret onit here. Additionally,
Fig. 13 of [42℄ and Fig. 10 of [50℄ show that orrelation
funtions of red and blue galaxies have signiantly dier-
ent slopes, implying that the olor-dependent bias should
be strongly sale-dependent on 0.1 − 10 h−1Mp sales.
However, the points> 1 h−1Mp in these plots (the range
omparable to the sales we probe here) do not appear
strongly sale dependent, so our results are not inonsis-
tent with these orrelation funtion measurements.
3. How bias depends on luminosity
Our next step is to alulate the relative bias parame-
ter b/b∗ (the bias relative to L∗ galaxies) as a funtion of
luminosity by ombining the measured values of b
rel
be-
tween the dierent pairs of luminosity bins. This funtion
has been measured previously using SDSS power spetra
[58℄ at length sales of ∼ 60 h−1Mp as well as SDSS
[42, 50℄ and 2dFGRS [57℄ orrelation funtions at length
sales of ∼ 1 h−1Mp  here we measure it at length
sales of ∼ 20 h−1Mp.
The bias of eah luminosity bin relative to the entral




























where bαβ denotes the measured value of brel between lu-
minosity bins Lα and Lβ using all galaxies and bα denotes
the bias of galaxies in luminosity bin Lα relative to the
dark matter. For eah pairwise omparison, we hoose
the value of b
rel
alulated at the resolution where the
12
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Figure 6: Null-buster results for pairwise omparisons. ν
min
measures the number of sigmas at whih deterministi linear
biasing an be ruled out as a model of relative bias between the two samples being ompared. Shaded areas indiate |ν
min
| < 2,
where data is onsistent with the null hypothesis at the 2σ level. Four dierent types of pairwise omparison are illustrated: (a)
luminous vs. dim, (b) red vs. blue, () luminous red vs. dim red, and (d) luminous blue vs. dim blue. The dierent symbols
denote the dierent omparison volumes V1-V6. The luminosity-dependent bias (a, , d) is onsistent with deterministi linear
biasing but olor-dependent bias (b) is not.
ell size is losest to 20 h−1Mp, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
(Sine we see no evidene for sale dependene of b
rel
for the luminosity-dependent bias, this hoie does not
strongly inuene the results.)
To ompute the error bars on bα/b4, we rewrite equa-




1 −1 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0
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Figure 7: Relative bias b
rel
between pairwise samples from null-buster analysis, revealing no signiant sale dependene of
luminosity-dependent bias on sales ≫ 5h−1Mp, but a slight sale dependene of olor-dependent bias. Four dierent types
of pairwise omparison are illustrated: (a) luminous vs. dim, (b) red vs. blue, () luminous red vs. dim red, and (d) luminous
blue vs. dim blue. The dierent symbols denote the dierent omparison volumes V1-V6.
our relative bias measurements bαβ, blog is a vetor of the
log of the bias values bα/b4, and A is the matrix relating
them. Sine eah b
rel
measurement is made in a separate


































where σαβ is the unertainty on bαβ , alulated as de-





















We then t our data with the model used in [57℄:
b (M) /b∗ = a1 + a2 (L/L∗), parameterized by a ≡
14
(a1, a2). HereM is the entral absolute magnitude of the
bin, L is the orresponding luminosity, andM∗ = −20.83.
We use a weighted least-squares t that is linear in the


























or b = Xa, where b is a vetor of the bias values bα/b4













is given by equation (28) and B ≡ diag (b).
This proedure gives us the best-t values for the param-
eters a1 and a2, aounting for the orrelations between
the data points that are indued we ompute the bias
values b from our relative bias measurements. We then
normalize the model suh that b (M∗) /b∗ = 1.
Figure 8 shows a plot of b/b∗ vs. M : results for all
galaxies are plotted with blak open irles, our best-
t model is shown by the solid line, the best-t model
from [57℄ is shown by the gray dashed line,and the best-
t model from [58℄ is shown by the dotted line. The
error bars represent the diagonal elements of Σ from
equation 31. Our model, with(a1, a2) = (0.848, 0.152),
agrees extremely well with the model from [57℄, with
(a1, a2) = (0.85, 0.15). This agreement is quite remark-
able sine we use data from a dierent survey and analyze
it with a ompletely dierent tehnique.
We also use equation (27) to alulate b/b∗ vs. M for
red and blue galaxies separately. To normalize the red-
galaxy data points to the all-galaxy data points in Fig. 8,
we use best-t values of σ21 from the likelihood analysis
desribed in Se. III E: σ1 from the omparison of dim-
mer and more luminous galaxies in V3 gives the normal-
ization for all galaxies in L4, and σ1 from the omparison
of blue and red galaxies in L4 gives the normalization for
red galaxies in L4, so the normalization fator for the red
points is the square root of the ratio between the best-
t σ21 values for these 2 omparisons. The blue points
are then normalized relative to the red points using the
measured value of b
rel
from the null-buster omparison
of blue and red galaxies in L4. Thus, the shapes of the
red and blue urves are determined using the luminosity-
dependent bias, whih is independent of sale as seen in
Fig. 7() and (d), but their relative normalization is de-
termined by the olor-dependent bias, whih has some































Figure 8: (Color online) Luminosity dependene of bias for all
(open irles), red (solid triangles), and blue (solid squares)
galaxies at a ell size of ∼ 20h−1Mp from null-buster results.
The solid line is a model t to the all-galaxy data points, the
gray dashed line shows the model from [57℄, and the dotted
line shows the model from [58℄. (Likelihood results look sim-
ilar but with larger error bars.)
This means that making this plot at a dierent sale size
would simply indue a small shift in the relative red/blue
normalization but would not impat the shapes of the
urves.
Splitting the luminosity dependene of the bias by
olor reveals some interesting features. The bias of the
blue galaxies shows only a weak dependene on luminos-
ity, and both luminous (M ∼ 22) and dim (M ∼ 17) red
galaxies have slightly higher bias than moderately bright
(M ∼ 20 ∼ M∗) red galaxies. The previously observed
luminosity dependene of bias, with a weak dependene
dimmer than L∗ and a strong inrease above L∗, is thus
quite sensitive to the olor seletion: the lower luminos-
ity bins ontain mostly blue galaxies and thus show weak
luminosity dependene, whereas the more luminous bins
are dominated by red galaxies whih drive the observed
trend of more luminous galaxies being more strongly bi-
ased. It is instrutive to ompare these results with the
mean loal overdensity in olor-magnitude spae, as in
Fig. 2 of [41℄. Although our bias measurements are ne-
essarily muh oarser, it an be seen that the bias is
strongest where the overdensity is largest, as might be
expeted.
Indiations of these diering trends for red and blue
galaxies have been observed in previous work: an early
hint of the upturn in the bias for dim red galaxies was
seen in [35℄, and is onsistent with the halo model-based
preditions in [13℄, although not with the preditions in
15
[16℄. There is some inonsisteny between our results
and [42, 50℄ regarding the dim red galaxies: they nd
that dim red galaxies exhibit the strongest lustering on
sales < 1 h−1Mp and luminous red galaxies exhibit the
strongest lustering on larger sales, as shown in Fig. 14
of [42℄ and Fig. 11 of [50℄. However, we nd the dim red
galaxies to have higher bias than L∗ red galaxies at all
the sales we probe (2− 40 h−1Mp in this ase).
Reent measurements of higher order lustering statis-
tis [52℄ nd the same trends in the lustering strengths
of red and blue galaxies, although they indiate that their
linear bias measurement (whih should be omparable to
ours) shows the opposite trends  little luminosity de-
pendene for red galaxies and a slight monotoni inrease
for blue galaxies. This may be at least in part beause
their luminosity range is muh narrower than ours. Some
of the previous studies have also reported a somewhat
stronger luminosity dependene of blue galaxy lustering
than we have measured here.
B. Likelihood Results
To study the luminosity dependene, olor dependene
and stohastiity of bias in more detail, we also apply the
maximum likelihood method desribed in Se. III E to all
of the same pairs of samples used in the null-buster test.
Due to onstraints on omputing power and memory, we
perform these alulations for only three values of the
ell size L rather than four, dropping the highest resolu-
tion (smallest ell size) shown in Fig. 4. The likelihood
analysis makes a few additional assumptions, but pro-
vides a valuable ross-hek and also a measurement of
the parameter r
rel
whih enodes the stohastiity and
nonlinearity of the relative bias.
For eah pair of samples, the likelihood funtion given
in equation (22) is maximized with respet to the pa-
rameters σ21 , brel, and rrel and marginalized over σ
2
1 to










plane. Additionally, 100 mok data sets are gen-
erated using the best-t parameter values from the data
as desribed in Se. III E, and the likelihood minimiza-





alulated from the likeli-
hood ontours agree well with the standard deviation of
the best-t values from the mok data sets  below we
use the unertainties from the likelihood ontours. The
values of b
rel
are onsistent with those determined using
the null-buster test shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 9 shows the best-t values of r
rel
as a fun-
tion of ell size L. For the omparisons between neigh-
boring luminosity bins, the results are onsistent with
r
rel
= 1. On the other hand, the omparisons between
red and blue galaxies give r
rel
< 1, with smaller ell sizes
L giving smaller values of r
rel
. This onrms the null-
buster result that the luminosity-dependent bias an be
aurately modeled using simple deterministi linear bias
but olor-dependent bias demands a more ompliated
model. Also, r
rel
for the olor-dependent bias is seen to
depend on sale but not on luminosity. In ontrast, b
rel
(both in the null-buster and likelihood analyses) depends
on luminosity but is at most weakly dependent on sale.
To summarize, we nd that the simple, deterministi
model is a good t for the luminosity-dependent bias, but
the olor-dependent bias shows evidene for stohastiity
and/or nonlinearity whih inreases in strength towards
smaller sales. These results are onsistent with previ-
ous detetions of stohastiity/nonlinearity in spetral-
type-dependent bias [23, 24, 28℄, and also agree with [43℄
whih measures signiant stohastiity between galaxies
of dierent olor or spetral type, but not between galax-
ies of dierent luminosities. Our plots in Fig. 7(b) and
Fig. 9(b) showing the sale dependene of brel and rrel for
the olor-dependent bias agree quite well with the plots
of bvar and rlin in [43℄ (their Fig. 11), implying that these
results are quite robust sine our analysis uses a dierent
data set, employs dierent methods, and makes dierent
assumptions. However, our results are somewhat at odds
with the ross-orrelation measurement in [42℄, whih in-
diates that the ross-orrelation between red and blue
galaxies shown in their Fig. 24 losely follows the ge-
ometri means of their auto-orrelations, implying that
the ross-orrelation oeient r
rel
is lose to 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
To shed further light on how galaxies trae matter, we
have quantied how dierent types of galaxies trae eah
other. We have analyzed the relative bias between pairs
of volume-limited galaxy samples of dierent luminosities
and olors using ounts-in-ells at varying length sales.
This method is most sensitive to length sales between
those probed by orrelation funtion and power spe-
trum methods, and makes point-by-point omparisons of
the density elds rather than using ratios of moments,
thereby eliminating sample variane and obtaining a lo-
al rather than global measure of the bias. We applied
a null-buster test on eah pair of subsamples to deter-
mine if the relative bias was onsistent with determin-
isti linear biasing, and we also performed a maximum-
likelihood analysis to nd the best-t parameters for a
simple stohasti biasing model.
A. Biasing results
Our primary results are:
• The luminosity-dependent bias for red galaxies is
signiantly dierent from that of blue galaxies:
the bias of blue galaxies shows only a weak depen-
dene on luminosity, whereas both luminous and
dim red galaxies have higher bias than moderately
bright (L∗) red galaxies.
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Figure 9: The best-t values of the relative ross-orrelation oeient r
rel
between pairwise samples. Four dierent types of
pairwise omparison are illustrated: (a) luminous vs. dim, (b) red vs. blue, () luminous red vs. dim red, and (d) luminous
blue vs. dim blue. The dierent symbols denote the dierent omparison volumes V1-V6.
• Both of our analysis methods indiate that the
simple, deterministi model is a good t for the
luminosity-dependent bias, but that the olor-
dependent bias is more ompliated, showing
strong evidene for stohastiity and/or nonlinear-
ity on sales ≪ 10h−1 Mp.
• The luminosity-dependent bias is onsistent with
being sale-independent over the range of sales
probed here
(
2− 160 h−1Mp). The olor-
dependent bias depends on luminosity but is only
weakly sale-dependent, while the ross-orrelation
oeient r
rel
depends on sale but not luminosity,
giving smaller r
rel
values at smaller sales.
These results are enouraging from the perspetive of us-
ing galaxy lustering to measure osmologial parame-
ters: simple sale-independent linear biasing appears to
be a good approximation on the & 60 h−1Mp sales used
in many reent osmologial studies (e.g., [79, 154, 155℄).
However, further quantiation of small residual eets
will be needed to do full justie to the preision of next-
generation data sets on the horizon. Moreover, our re-
sults regarding olor sensitivity suggest that more de-
17
tailed bias studies are worthwhile for luminous red galax-
ies, whih have emerged a powerful osmologial probe
beause of their visibility at large distanes and near-
optimal number density [79, 132, 137℄, sine olor uts
are involved in their seletion.
B. Impliations for galaxy formation
What an these results tell us about galaxy formation
in the ontext of the halo model? First of all, as dis-
ussed in [42℄, the large bias of the faint red galaxies an
be explained by the fat that suh galaxies tend to be
satellites in high mass halos, whih are more strongly
lustered than low mass halos. Previous studies have
found that entral galaxies in low-mass halos are prefer-
entially blue, entral galaxies in high mass halos tend to
be red, and that the luminosity of the entral galaxy is
strongly orrelated with the halo mass [45, 98℄. Our ob-
served lak of luminosity dependene of the bias for blue
galaxies would then be a reetion of the orrelation be-
tween luminosity and halo mass being weaker for blue
galaxies than for red ones. Additional work is needed to
study this quantitatively and ompare it with theoretial
preditions from galaxy formation models.
The detetion of stohastiity between red and blue
galaxies may imply that red and blue galaxies tend to
live in dierent halos  a study of galaxy groups in SDSS
[49℄ reently presented evidene supporting this, but this
is at odds with the ross-orrelation measurement in [42℄,
whih implies that blue and red galaxies are well-mixed
within halos. The fat that the stohastiity is strongest
at small sales suggests that this eet is due to the 1-
halo term, i.e. arising from pairs of galaxies in the same
halo, although some amount of stohastiity persists even
for large sales. However, the halo model impliations for
stohastiity have not been well-studied to date.
In summary, our results on galaxy biasing and future
work along these lines should be able to deepen our un-
derstanding of both osmology (by quantifying system-
ati unertainties) and galaxy formation.
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